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GOV. LONG REPLIES 
Gov. Earl Long of Louisiana has written a 
group of Clemson students a reply to their letter 
which pointed out some of the f alacies of his state- 
ment about Clemson in the Sugar Bowl. His 
letter with a story on the Sugar Bowl game itself 
are found on Page 4. 
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Non-Coed Is College Sugar Bowl Representative 
Giant Tree Overlooking Campus Heralds Christmas 
The brilliantly lit, giant Christmas tree on the students will be able to take advantage of the 
front lawn of Clemson House overlooking the beautiful sight'no longer than tomorrow because 
sleeping giant called  Clemson  College  heralds of vacation, the tree will remain as a wonderful 
the coming of the Christmas season.    Though reminder of the birth of Christ.   (TIGER photo.) 
College Distinguished Military Students 
To Receive Regular Army Commissions 
The Department of the Army 
has selected all Clemson Distin- 
guished Military Students who 
applied for a regular Army com- 
mission. This announcement was 
made in a letter to Colonel 
George A. Douglass, Professor of 
Military Science and Tactics. 
Col. Douglass pointed out that 
all 16 who applied have been ac- 
cepted for regular Army appoint- 
ment, reflecting great credit not 
only upon the individual's con- 
cerned, but upon Clemson as well. 
He also stated that Clemson 
had more Distinguished Military 
Students accepted for regular 
Army appointment than any 
other institution in the South- 
east with the exception of The 
Citadel. 
In statistics   Clemson  rank- 
ed seventh in the nation in this 
regard.  The  remaining   insti- 
tutions    with    Distinguished 
Military Students accepted are 
The Citadel 19, North Georgia 
14,   Tennessee  Polytechnic   9, 
University of Florida 6. 
Also, University of Georgia 6, 
Middle Tennessee 6, East Ten- 
nessee 6, Mississippi Southern 4, 
Florida A&M 3,   Florida   State 
University 3, Georgia Tech 3, 
North Carolina State 3, Spring 
Hill 3, Stetson 3, Mississippi 
State 3, Florida Southern 2, Au- 
burn 1 and Davidson 1. 
Names of Clemson Distinguish- 
ed Military Students who were 
offered regular Army appoint- 
ment as Second Lieutenants are 
Alfred N. Bechtler to be com- 
missioned in the Artillery; Will- 
iam M. Bruner, Infantry; Hal N. 
Craig, Ordnance Corps, detailed 
to Artillery; Norman D. Darden 
Jr., Qurtermaster Corps, detailed 
to Infantry; J. C. Edwards Jr., 
Corps of Engineers; and Joseph 
M. Cox, Quartermaster Corps, 
detailed to Artillery. 
Others are William R. Hill, 
Medical Service Corps; Char- 
les H. Honre, Ordnance Corps, 
detailed to Artillery; William 
L. McElrath, Signal Corps; 
James L. Merchant, Ordnance 
Corps, detailed to Artillery; 
Jim D. Rabon, Artillery; Ruf- 
us C. Sherard, Quartermaster 
Corps; detailed to Armor. 
Also, James E. Smith, Corps 
of Engineers; James N. Town 
send, Ordnance Corps, detailed 
to Artillery; John D. Tucker, 
Quartermaster Corps, detailed to 
Infantry; and William J. Weeks 
Jr., Chemical Corps, detailed to 
Infantry. 
A Message From The President 
To all Clemson students I wish to extend a most cordial greet- 
ing for a Happy Holiday Season. 
May you have a safe journey home and a pleasant and joy- 
ous visit with your family and friends. May you remember 
throughout this season the real Spirit of Christmas and all that 
it means and can mean in our world today. 
For the New Year I wish you every success. May you set 
your goals high and attain them. 
Best wishes to all including the wish for a successful Clem 
son venture on January 1. 
R. C. Edwards, Acting President 
A.   e»\Q   &LAST TO AU- THE. 
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Cecelia Colvert 
Named By Student 
Government Vote 
By JERRY AUSBAND 
TIGER Managing Editor 
Executive Committee o f 
Student Government has 
named a non-coed, former 
Miss South Carolina Cecelia 
Colvert of Columbia College, 
to represent Clemson as an 
attendant to the Sugar Bowl 
queen in New Orleans over 
the New Year's festivities 
because the committee did 
not feel "there is a coed on 
this campus with the experi- 
ence, 'know-how', etc. for 
such an assignment." 
Student Government President 
Joe Fox of Inman and Vice Presi- 
dent Tom Anderson of Green- 
wood issued a statement to TIG- 
ER Tuesday night after a hurried 
selection Dec. 8 which said Exe- 
cutive Committee "neglected" to 
select a coed for various reasons. 
Executive Committee decided 
on Miss Colvert, according to a 
preamble to the statement, after 
''much deliberation." The prem- 
able went on to say that the rea- 
son Executive Committee "neg- 
lected" to choose a Clemson co- 
ed was: 
"We conferred with adminis- 
trative officials concerning this 
matter, and learned that this 
maiden was to be an ambassa- 
dor which infers a reflection up- 
on our institution. 
"We do not feel that there is 
a coed on this campus with the 
experience, 'know-how', etc. for 
such an assignment. Her task in 
New Orleans will not be an easy- 
one, and it entails a great deal 
of the qualifications mentioned 
previously. 
'There was no stipulation as 
to where the chosen one should 
hail from; and those girls nomi- 
nated included but one local 
coed. 
"We feel sincerely that Cecelia 
has the necessary talents and oth- 
er desirable qualifications that 
should be possessed by the Clem- 
son Maiden. We considered her 
with extreme discretion and 
chose her not only for her beauty 
and experience in this sort of 
thing. 
"The fact that she is closely 
affiliated with this college (per 
her perpetual presence at Clem- 
son dances, etc.) and the fact that 
she was 'Miss Taps' last year 
entered into our decision. We 
think that her affiliation with 
Clemson College is indeed inti- 
mate; and we think, furthermore, 
that she will do a peerless job in 
this regard." 
Joe said Tuesday night also 
that selection of the representa- 
tive had to be made in one after- 
noon by the Committee because 
the Sugar Bowl committee was 
pressing the college for the name 
or for permission to select a New 
Orleans girl to represent the 
school. 
Joe said any contest or Stu- 
dent Body election was ruled out 
because of the time element. 
The original letter which came 
(Continued on Page 6) 
4 Clemson Men 
Involved In Auto 
Accident- Sunday 
Four Clemson men were Involved 
in an accident early Sunday morn- 
ing. 
David Young, Mechanical En- 
gineering sophomore from Ashe- 
ville, N. C, Mike Webb, Chemical 
Engineering junior from Nash- 
ville, Tenn.; Robert Reece, Elec- 
trical Engineering senior from 
Hendersonville, N. C; and Peter 
Spangler, Agricultural Engineer- 
ing freshman from Wyncote, 
Penn., were involved in a head-on 
collision of Young's car and an 
unidentified Negro's car at Mount 
Airey, Ga. 
The Clemson men were return- 
ing to Clemson after a trip to 
Brenau College. Webb and 
Young were treated for minor 
cuts and bruises in Cornelia, Ga. 
According to Reece, no one else 
was injured. 
The accident was placed in the 
books as unavoidable by the Cor- 
nelia chief of police. According to 
Reece, the Negro's '49 or '50 Ford 
skidded into Young's' '58 Ply- 
mouth. The Negro said that he 
became frightened at the ap- 
proaching car and applied his 
brakes, which, because of the 
snow, caused him to lose control 
of his car, according to Young. 
Estimation of the damage to the 
cars is not known. 
*******! An Editorial 
To Be Sugar Bowl Representative 
Cecelia Colvert, a junior at Columbia College, will represent 
Clemson as an attendant to the Sugar Bowl queen during the 
festivities surrounding the game with LSU, according to Execu- 
tive Committee of Student Government.    (Photo courtesy Taps.) 
Bradbury A nd Hudson 
Honored By Foundation 
D. W. Bradbury and W. G. 
Hudson, professors of Engineer- 
ing at Clemson, were awarded 
Science Faculty Fellowships of 
the National Science Foundation. 
The awards were presented in 
Washington, D. C. 
Mr. Bradbury,   acting head 
of the Department of  Draw- 
ing and Design, will enter the 
University of Michigan in Feb- 
ruary and will be on fellowship 
through August. 
He graduated from Clemson in 
1940 with a degree in mechani- 
cal engineering. He became  an 
associate professor in  1951 and 
was appointed acting department 
head in 1957. 
Mr. Hudson, associate profes- 
sor of Mechanical Engineering, 
will attend Georgia Tech for a 
12-month period beginning next 
September. 
He graduated from Clemson 
in 1941 and received his mas- 
ter's degree here last year. He 
joined the Clemson faculty in 
1941   as  an  instructor  in  Me- 
chanical Engineering. 
The fellowships are presented 
for the improvement  of college 
teaching   in  science,  mathemat- 
ics and engineering.   They   are 
based  on  the   science  teaching 
record   and   ability  to  increase 
teachig competence. Only 300 are 
given yearly. 
Does Executive Committee 
Really Want More Coeds? 
Executive Committee of Student Government has 
dealt a shocking blow to the student body. The announce- 
ment of their selection of a non-coed to represent our 
school at the Sugar Bowl festivities can be taken only 
as an insult to the students, especially the female faction, 
and rightly so. The Executive Committee is evidently 
possessed with an abundance of poor judgment, else this 
glaring error would not have been made. 
Who but a Clemson coed should be sent to represent 
our school at this affair? Who but a Clemson coed has 
the obvious right to represent us? The selection of Mari- 
lyn Monroe, Miss America or Miss Mexico would have 
been as justifiable as the one made. 
The prime qualification for our representative is that 
she be a part of Clemson. All other qualifications are 
subordinate. Can we interpret, the committee's state- 
ment that this mission ".. . infers a reflection upon our in- 
stitution ..." anyway but as a brusque insinuation that 
a co-ed would bring discredit to us? Also, if none of our 
coeds have the experience required for the job, where 
else is there a better place to gain this experience than in 
college on an assignment such as this? 
We do not in any way wish to imply that the person 
selected will not do a good job. We are confident Miss 
Colvert will handle the assignment beautifully. The only 
flaw is that she is not a Clemson coed. 
In view of the action taken by the Committee in this 
regard, the question of the future of our coed students 
comes to mind. Do Student Government officials really 
want more coeds? Reviewing the current question before 
us, one can only surmise that they do not. When the one 
thing came along that would entice more female students 
to our campus—that of representing the school at this 
major event—the Executive Committee gave it to some- 
one far removed from us. 
We could not blame any girl for going to another 
school under these circumstances. 
The decision has been made; so be it. We wish to 
go on record here as urging the Executive Committee to 
exercise prudence in the future when they are called upon 
to make a decision which affects our school and student 
body so greatly. 
Ronnie Ellis 
Season's First Snow Brings Activity To Campus 
By LEE CLYBURN 
TIGER Assistant News Editor 
Old Man Winter has finally 
given Clemson its first snow of 
the season and all indications 
point to a white Christmas. 
From the activity carried on here 
Saturday night, it can be said 
that all the troops had a good 
time. 
The weekend started out in a 
customary way when the usual 
rain came. By 8 p.m. Saturday 
night, however, the rain had 
been replaced by a light snow, 
which melted in the rain water 
on the ground. Many thought 
that all the water would make 
a wet slush by morning, but after 
the snow began to stick to the 
grass, those individuals began to 
change their minds. 
By midnight all the Clem- 
son community and landscape 
was clothed in a white blanket 
of snow, and the flurry was 
still coming down. Needless to 
say, dark moving objects seen 
darting around, which con- 
trasted to the white transfor- 
mation, were the forms of col- 
lege students. 
Bowman field was the scene of 
much activity. Snow balls flew 
everywhere. At one end of the 
field two of the troops were seen 
running from about 30 others. 
On the other end could be seen 
construction on a large snow man 
In the center of the field could be 
seen an angry motorist lectur 
ing to a group of about 40 who 
had just thrown snow at his car. 
The scene on the entire campus 
could be accurately described by 
the scene portrayed on Bowman 
field. No innocent bystander was 
safe, and those "nature-boys' 
who left their room windows op- 
en were also surprised to see 
snowballs come flying in their 
rooms. 
Dr. Hair    probably    had  his 
hare of sick troops Sunday morn- 
ing. Sore muscles,  aches,  pains 
and colds appeared to be quite 
common Monday at any rate. 
On the   serious  side,   snow 
and ice can be very dangerous, 
especially to the driver of an 
automobile.   Southern  drivers 
aren't used to driving under 
conditions such as these stu- 
dents have been under; there- 
fore, there is all the more rea- 
son to drive with more caution 
than ever. 
The Greenville News has car- 
ried several reports of serious 
accidents—one of a mother and 
son, doomed as their car plunged 
off a 30-foot embankment; an 
other of a man skidding on the 
open highway to his death; and 
numerous other accidents. In the 
past several students have met 
with unfortunate accidents on 
the highways. Aren't these in- 
stances enough to give a lesson 
on safety? 
Drive carefully on the road 
this weekend whether there is 
ice on the road or whether there 
is the usual sunny Southern day, 
try to lower the traffic accident 
prediction of the National Safety 
Council. 
Another interesting feature 
this year is the appearance of an 
unusually high Christmas spirit 
among students. For weeks now 
Christmas music has been play- 
ed on campus. 
Many of the halls in the dormi- 
tories are decorated in true Christ- 
mas fashion. Several industrious 
individuals on different halls 
took it upon themselves to deco- 
rate them and put a lot of time, 
not to mention, effort in these 
decorations. 
There are Christmas trees 
on which hang strings of mul- 
ti-colored lights; wreaths and 
evergreen sprigs hang above 
doors; and even some mistle- 
toe has been noted (although 
the reason for this does not ap- 
pear   quite   obvious    in   the 
dorms). 
One opinion on Christmas spir- 
it this year is that it is a definite 
improvement over the past sev- 
aral years. Take for example that 
several persons have drawn 
names to give gifts at hall Christ- 
mas parties. 
Yes, Christmas is a good sea- 
son. It makes one feel closer to- 
gether and gives one ideas that 
receiving isn't everything in life. 
Christmas season relaxes one and 
makes one forget the "old grind" 
(except for those last minute 
quizzes), the cares of the world 
(what grades were made on the 
quizzes or what about that girl 
at home?), and last but not least, 
worldly pleasures (is there go- 
ing to be enough money to go to 
(Continued on Page 3) 
•    ••■*•••*      •••*•••••**•*•••** 
Poor Wanda-She Couldn't Wait On Santa 
Coed Wanda Crawford of Clemson began her gent came down the chimney.    But she need 
watch  for Old Saint Nick early  this year  in not worry, for Santa comes not until Wednesday 
hopes of getting more than usual, but, as al- night or Thursday morning—at least for those 
ways, sleep caught up with her before the old who have been good.   (TIGER photo.) 
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EDITORIALS 
SNOW TO MANY C OLLEGE STUDENTS 
IS RETURN TO WILDMAN ACTIVITY 
AND THERE WERE BATTLES 
Snow. Soft, white, beautiful—yet fright- 
eningly dangerous, destructive. 
Snow came to our campus recently, 
transforming the surrounding countryside 
into a picturesque winter wonderland. We 
enjoyed having the snow, especially this 
time of year because it adds so much to 
the holiday season. However, while we 
enjoyed the fluffy, white carpet rolled 
down from the clouds, we would have per- 
haps been better off had it not come at all. 
It is curious to note that with the ap- 
pearance of this white substance many are 
turned into screaming wildmen with no 
apparent regard for another's property or 
.. physical comfort. 
We realize that snowball fights are 
" great fun, and when it is an organized bat- 
tle between friends nothing is quite so 
stimulating. We cannot, however, con- 
' done the practice of "ambushing" which 
seems to be the most popular pastime for 
many students. Neither can we excuse 
the habit of using an open window for a 
target, or even a closed one for that matter. 
When snow appeared on our campus 
last year a student left his window open 
"~ and returned from classes to find an ex- 
pensive piece of high fidelity equipment 
completely ruined. Another who had spent 
hours on a term paper found his work re- 
duced to a pitiful, soggy mess.   The de- 
structive agent was snow in both cases— 
snow thrown by a fellow student. 
This year students nearly caused a ser- 
ious automobile accident while throwing 
snowballs at passing automobiles on the 
highway. Motorists do not expect them- 
selves to be thought of as a moving target, 
and one was so startled by these unguided 
missiles that he involuntarily jerked his 
steering wheel which caused his automo- 
bile to slide across the road, narrowly mis- 
sing a telephone pole. Had any damage to 
property resulted the consequences would 
not have been light. 
Conduct of this type does not help Clem- 
son or the Clemson student body. In this 
case just as in any other the actions of a 
few hurt all of us. If those students who 
have been engaging in these practices 
would try to realize that what they are do- 
ing might in some way injure someone, we 
feel that they would turn their energies in 
another direction. We do not believe that 
there is a single student on our campus 
who would want to cause harm to another. 
We could be wrong, but we will have to be 
shown. 
Snow will probably return to the cam- 
pus before too long, and when it does we 
hope we will not see a repeat of the con- 
duct displayed this time. Good, clean fun 
is one thing; malicious, destructive behav- 
ior is quite another. 
ARE UNWRITTEN LAWS  FORGOTTEN? 
Are Clemson's Unwritten Laws forgot- 
ten? Have we completely disregarded 
those principles which have guided Clem- 
son men for years? 
Unfortunately the more important rules 
are not being followed by a large percent- 
age of our student body. The most notable 
infraction is in the first, and most import- 
ant, rule—that of speaking to every stu- 
dent and every professor at every oppor- 
tunity. 
We have always been proud of the fact 
that there are no strangers among Clem- 
son men. Now, however, we find many in- 
stances where this tie within the student 
body is beginning to break. Many stu- 
dents refuse to acknowledge the presence 
of another student unless they have been 
formally introduced. This certainly does 
not help the famous Clemson brotherhood 
function properly. 
Rule four is another which has appar- 
ently been thrown out of the window. This 
rule states that we do not make rude, in- 
sulting, or uncalled-for remarks at girls. 
It would be impossible to estimate the 
number of times this rule has been broken. 
Ironically enough, everyone apparent- 
ly wants a girls' dormitory built here, yet 
this law is continually broken. We will 
never need a girls' dormitory if we insist 
on forgetting rule four because no girl 
wants to be insulted every time she walks 
across the quadrangle. 
Many of the other rules are broken 
every day. It behooves us to reacquaint 
ourselves with these Unwritten Laws and 
make a concerted effort to see that they 
are enforced. 
Let us not allow anything to put the 
brotherhood of Clemson men in jeopardy. 
DURING HOLIDAYS EXERCISE CAUTION 
During the Thanksgiving holidays an- 
other Clemson student lost his life as a re- 
sult of a highway accident. As we leave 
the campus tomorrow for our respective 
homes we again urge every student to ex- 
ercise caution on the highways and while 
at home. The Christmas season is a joy- 
ous, happy time, but let us not forget the 
importance of safety where ever we go. 
All of us know the basic rules of safety 
on the highways and else where, and there 
is no need to go over them again. But we 
encourage you to do more than know them 
—use them and be back with us next year. 
The Christmas season is a time when it is 
very easy to forget the rules of safety, but 
let's not do it. 
Those who are planning to journey to 
New  Orleans  should take  special note. 
Highways are always clogged with traffic 
during any holiday and this one will be no 
exception. The trip to the Sugar Bowl is 
a long, fatiguing one, so drive prudently. 
And now, in keeping with the Christ- 
mas spirit, we of the TIGER take this op- 
portunity to wish each of our readers a 
very merry Christmas and a happy, pros- 
perous New Year. 
We sincerely hope that next year will 
see an even better TIGER on our campus. 
We will do our part, but we need student 
support as never before. As the new year 
begins we solicit your support in any way 
you care to give it. 
Again, Merry Christmas, Happy New 
Year—and to Coach Howard and his crew: 
Good Luck. 
The 
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Talk Of The Town 
We Should Bear In Mind The True Meaning 
And Significance Of The Christmas Season 
By TOM ANDERSON 
TIGER Associate Editor 
Today or tomorrow, the vast 
majority of you will abandon the 
campus for the long-awaited 
trek to your respective homes and 
loved ones to celebrate this most 
wonderful and anxiously antici- 
pated season of the year. Indeed, 
'tis Christmastime. 
There will 
be fond re- 
newal of the 
spirit of the 
old gang as 




ances of old, 
the home- 
town crowd 
.. . there will 
be the usual 
round of social activities—the 
dances and parties that have 
now become a part of the holi- 
day season. The fire-side chats 
with your parents; the loving and 
sincere hug from your little sis- 
ter as you enter the door; the 
firm, cordial hand-shake from a 
brother that you haven't seen in 
months—all this is a part of 
Christmas to a college student. 
The fellowship and sheer hap- 
piness of this occasion is peer- 
less. A New Year's excursion to 
colorful and fabled New Orleans 
will be included in the overflow- 
ing agenda for many of you . . . 
all these things are an integral 
portion of the enchantment and 
beauty   and    wonder   that   is 
Christmas. 
It behooves us, however, to 
constantly bear in mind the true, 
the real meaning and signifi- 
cance of this season of advent. 
By and large, the startling truth 
is that we are prone to forget its 
actual importance. On this an- 
niversary of the Prince of Peace, 
threatening clouds of unrest and 
tension and strife mar the world's 
horizon. 
Despite this chaotic prospec- 
tive, there dwells innately with- 
in each and every one of us an 
eternal hope that tomorrow will 
be a better day . . . that peace 
and concert will prevail as those 
who would incite and agitate are 
foiled. We may hope and pray 
during this Joyous period that 
the uncommitted peoples, those 
who possess the balance of world 
power, may see the light, the 
way, the truth. 
That way is democracy and 
freedom. Few homes behind the 
Iron and Bamboo Curtains will 
enjoy the Christmas spirit that 
will surely abound in our land 
this season. The lights that re- 
flect our joy on this anniversary 
will never be darkened by Com- 
munist edict if we maintain our 
strength, our earnest prayer, our 
undying hope. 
We may thank Providence for 
our heritage. Christmas entails 
all this, too. May we not let this 
fact fade from our memory. 
Yes, the season of seasons is 
in the air. It is highly contag- 
ious, this wonderful feeling, as 
we celebrate the birth of our 
Lord. You cannot escape the 
beautiful and wonderful spirit— 
at every turn, you are presented 
with a reminder that it is Christ- 
mastime, USA. The radio and 
television remind us incessantly, 
gay decorations adorn cities and 
residential areas, everything is 
Christmas. 
Yes ... it is Christmas, the 
most spirited time of the year. 
We cannot escape this strange, 
spine-tingling feeling . . . and 
we do not want to. 
The parties and dances; the 
fellowship and reunion of past 
associates; the renewal of bless- 
ed family ties ... all of this is 
Christmas. And that is the way 
it should be. 
More important, though, we 
must remember the true Christ- 
mas meaning . . . the Nativity of 
our Saviour. Perpetuate the 
dreams of free men and invoke 
Him whose birthday we honor to 
bestow harmony and love and 
understanding to the world He 
died to save. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!! 
LET'S TALK IT OVER 
Dreams Of A White Christmas- 
One Without Commercialism 
By ED GETTYS 
The snows came and every un- 
sightly object—*very spot of 
grassless earth, every piece of lit- 
ter and trash—was hidden and 
frozen by a smooth pure layer 
of white. Gone was ugliness— 
only the beauty of Nature could 
be seemed. 
I'm dream- 
ing     of     a 
white Christ- 










the sound of 
littered commercials, and stiffles 
the greed of merchants. 
I'm dreaming of a Christmas 
full of the wealth and luxury of 
family and friends with no re- 
gard for physical luxury. I want 
to forget a textbook exists for 
one day and instead experience 
the things that aren't in books, 
only in the heart. 
I want to turn on the radio 
and hear Christmas music which 
is not immediately followed by 
some merchant's assurance that 
you will be loved if you give her 
a watch with 123 Jewels. I want 
to see a child's face glow with 
love and not with the thought of 
fire engines, trains and candy 
that Santa Claus must give him 
because it's Christmas. 
I Want to see a newspaper 
Christmas morning that pro- 
claims no highway tragedies, no 
world tensions, no ominous 
threats from Khruschev. I want 
a Christmas dinner with every 
member of my family sitting 
nearby—it doesn't matter whe- 
ther we have turkey or beans. 
I want to ride down Main 
Street without seeing in the 
store windows and promises of 
tremendous savings to be had 
in the gigantic January clear- 
ance sales. I want to see some- 
thing on the theatre marque be- 
sides the gory description of the 
next horror movie. 
I want to see the neighborhood 
decorations and know that no 
one ever thought of giving a cash 
award for the gaudiest. I want 
to see a small green wreath hang- 
ing on everyone's door rather 
than seeing the largest Santa 
Claus complete with sled, toy bag 
and red-nosed reindeer. 
I want to hear a choir sing 
Christmas selections and not 
some   nondescript   group   givs 
these same selections the modern 
beat with 10 drums and 20 saxo- 
phones and voiees that scream 
instead of sing. I want to hear 
music not maniacal chants. 
I want to receive some spiritual 
inspiration to re-emphasize the 
fact that I have a duty—to be a 
success as a son, as a student, as 
a friend. I want to forget the 
mistaken idea that the world 
owes me something and to re- 
member that I owe the world 
more than I can give. 
I want to know that no one 
bought a hunting license for 
Christmas Day—that no one 
would want to kill on a day com- 
memorating a birth. I want to be 
assured that no man sits with his 
friend on this day and wagers on 
the outcome of a bowl game. 
I want to sit down before the 
fire and read a book that makes 
no mention of sex, greed and 
murder. I want to talk to a sel- 
dom-seen friend and hear that 
he's doing well at school. I want 
to hear a joke that has no cruelty 
or sadistic humor. 
I want everyone to get as much 
as I do and be as happy as I will 
be. But I won't get all these 
things that I wish and dream for 
Maybe I want too much. 
WEEK/S  PEEK 
Civilizations Live or Die 
According To Its People 
By TIM TRIVELY 
As a peoples we are concerned, in this the twentieth 
century, with the "inhumanities of man toward man." 
As a democracy we are concerned, during this the Christ- 
man season, with the humanities of man toward man. It 
is a time of examination, hoth of truths taken for grant- 
ed and of truths taken by mankind. 
A civilization lives or dies according 
to its peoples, not as a mass or polygot, 
but as individuals. It is only through 
you, as an individual, that ideas are for- 
mulated and then fostered. 
Man's first attempt at recording what 
he saw and believed is found in caves. 
It was only when one individual could 
hurt another through the power of the 
written word that censorship came into 
being. —"Freedom of speech" says the 
American Constitution. "Basic tenents of American de- 
mocracy" says her people.— 
I J* 
Believing in these principles, "RIGHTS" whether of 
speech, RELIGION or any others, and upholding justice 
through individual expression made our country what 
it is today.—What is our country? A bigger place in 
which to stand up for our principles and be recognized 
as men. 
WE ARE IN ADVANTAGEOUS SITUATION 
We as students are in a particularly advantageous 
situation. Our rights are infringed upon, our intelligence 
insulted, our adversary often goes unchecked. Why? 
It is not so much that a man be intelligent, witty, or aver- 
age, but that he may have the guts to preserve that which 
his fathers died to give him! 
To allow the individual expression of thought—re- 
gardless of context, is to practice democracy. We as stu- 
dents are fortunate in having this right. It is not so much 
that a RIGHT exists, but that the right is honored and 
respected. 
A TRUE RIGHT CANNOT BE JUDGED TO SUIT 
ANY INDIVIDUALS VIEWPOINT. It is impossible to 
say that today the right is right and that tomorrow it is 
wrong. Likewise, rationalization's white wash will al- 
ways have a dirty base. 
There are also those individuals who would force 
their viewpoint on others—"togetherness" for one hap- 
py unanimity Club. The act as well as the philosophy 
behind it is inherently a danger. Democracy is the prac- 
tice of "right." Monarchy rears demand, and suppres- 
ses that "right." And tyranny crushes "right" through 
force. 
The individual is secondary. It is the act and prac- 
tice that should be checked. It is not so important that 
Tom killed Anon, but that murder should be stopped. 
CONVICTION AND DETERMINATION 
FOSTERS DEMOCRACY 
Conviction and determination on both sides of EVERY 
question fosters a healthy democracy, but when one side 
suppresses the other, through limited available freedoms, 
such as speech, then democracy falls. 
If you are wronged or persecuted or infringed upon, 
it is not so important that you have been wronged, but 
that you recognize that wrong. 
No rights or wrongs can change the season. It will 
always be "good will toward men." 
Word To The Wise 
By BILL WEEKS 
Associate Student Chaplain 
Pulton Ousler tells a story 
about a man and his family liv- 
ing in a small city. Fred Owens 
worked in the local post-office 
and was known as the "dead-let- 
ter" man, for he handled all the 
unaddressed mail. As he came 
home from work each night, he 
looked forward to the hours he 
could spend with his wife, daugh- 
ter, and small boy. Almost every 
night he would light his pipe, sit 
back, and tell them about his un- 
usual letters. 
One day his small son became 
sick and died within 48 hours. 
Fred seemed to loose all interest 
and purpose in living, for the son 
he had lost was very dear to 
him. He went to work early; 
when he came home, he read the 
paper and Went to bed. He sel- 
dom spoke unless spoken to. His 
wife told him he was being unfair 
to their lost son and the others 
in the family. But Fred did not 
change. 
It was in December one morn- 
ing that Fred pulled a pile of let- 
ters under his lamp. On top was 
one addressed "To Santa Claus, 
North Pole." He put it aside but 
then picked it up again and 
opened it.  Here is what he read: 
"Dear Santa Claus, 
I'm not writing you this 
Christmas for anything for my- 
self—it's for my little brother, 
Tim. You know he died two 
months ago. I know he's ter- 
ribly lonely up there because he 
hasn't got his toys and his play- 
horse. I know he's very unhap- 
py without them, so I'm going 
to put them in the corner on our 
back porch. 
When you come, Santa, please 
take them with you and give 
them to my brother. I don't 
want anything for myself. Just 
do this for Tim, if you will. And 
Santa, please give Daddy some- 
thing to make him like he used 
to be. He doesn't smile any more 
or smoke his pipe or tell stories. 
Please give him something to 
change him, Santa, and I'll be a 
very good little girl. 
Love, Maria" 
That night Fred Owens paused 
beside his gate and lit his pipe. 
He entered the door, blew a puff 
a smoke, and'smiled at his sur- 
prised wife and daughter. 
Maria understood something 
that many of us will never un- 
derstand in a lifetime. At Christ- 
mas she thought not about rush- 
ing shoppers, parades, lighted 
trees, and toy-packed store win- 
dows. To her mind came the 
thought of two people in need. 
She learned that "It is more 
blessed to give than to receive." 
Notice what she gave! Not a 
gift! She sacrificed and gave 
herself. Emerson truly said, 
"Rings and jewels are not gifts 
but apologies for gifts. The only 
true gift is a portion of thyself." 
Many people will not find the 
Christ of Christmas, for they will 
give only money and gifts—noth- 
ing more. 
The greatest gift—the greatest 
sacrifice—that you can lay be- 
fore Christ this Christmas is your 
life. "Not what we give but what 
we share, for the gift without the 
giver is bare." 
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Boring Clemson Week-Ends Show Need 
For Fraternities And Social Activities 
By   BILL  NETTLES 
TIGER  Feature Writer 
There have been many chang- 
es made at Clemson since the 
days in which the Regiment was 
called to attention every night. 
for supper and when the troops 
wore starched, grey broadcloth 
shirts and an unlined "mac" for 
an out-door breakfast formation 
in the dead of winter. 
It has been sometime since the 
rats proudly stood upon the 'mess 
hall' and informed the rest of the 
troops that his company was the 
best and there was a place that 
the others could go, and meant 
it. 
This was a part of the past his- 
tory of Clemson of which we are 
all proud, but prouder still that 
Clemson could trangress with 
the times enough to change this 
system to the greater Clemson 
that we know today. However, 
the transgression is not comple- 
ted. 
To   exemplify   this   point,   let 
us take a look at a very slightly 
exaggerated     typical    weekend. 
Let us begin this weekend on Fri- 
day at noon. 
STUDENTS LEAVE CAMPUS 
Just before the whistle blows 
at 11:55  a.m. on the average 
Friday at Clemson, the cars of 
students are lined up in the 
parking lots, in front of the re- 
spective  class room buildings 
and at various other points of 
legal parking areas great dis- 
tances from the barracks. 
Those who are fortunate enough 
to have   11   ajn.   vacancies  are 
sitting  in   their units  with  the 
motors "reving up," the car in 
gear, the foot lightly on the clutch 
or brake and black smoke pour- 
ing from  the exhaust. 
These ready and anxious char- 
gers are waiting for additional 
riders, with 11 a.m. classes, to 
rush out. As the whistle blows 
(unless the professor is of  the 
•    •***•*•* 
Campus Character 
GARLAND GRAVELY 
AFROTC Wing Commander 
Is Active Student Leader 
By CHARLIE CABAN 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Elisha Garland Gravely mentions that, "I have never 
thought of studying anything but Forestry or going to any 
college but Clemson, so my fate was decided." 
Greenville, home of many Clem' 
son students, has produced an- 
other leader in the person of Gar- 
land Gravely, Wing Commander 
of the AFROTC unit at Clemson. 
Several months after his birth in 
March of 1937, he moved with his 
family to Pennsylvania where they 
lived until his father was called 
into the Army in 1940. Since then 
the Gravely's have lived in Seneca. 





Terry Bottling Co. 
Anderson—Greenwood 
where be became an all-round 
athlete and leader, engaging in 
many activities during his junior 
and senior years in high school. 
He was an avid outdoorman, hunt- 
ing and fishing at every oppor- 
tunity. This has been squelched 
since his introduction to higher 
education. 
During    his    freshman    and 
sophomore years his only activi- 
ties were singing with the Glee 
Club and building a substantial 
G.P.R.   Since then  things like 
Executive    Sergeants,    Forestry 
Club, Council of Club Presidents, 
Scabbard and Blade, writer on 
Agrarian, Blue Key, Tiger Bro- 
therhood, Student Assembly and 
most of all, his administrative 
duties with the AFROTC. 
He says, "The idea that all ROTC 
officers are 'Gung-HO' is pure fic- 
tion.    The 'Boot Licking Promo- 
tion Theory' has   been disproved 
many times over.   Requirements 
for advanced standing in the mili- 
tary stress an abundance of honest 
interest and desire to see the job 
through." 
While on the Student Assem- 
bly, Garland has worked on 
many projects, but the IDC 
seems his favorite. He believes 
"that the Clemson student didn't 
apply enough careful thought in- 
to the matter; this was evident 
in the voting. 
The IDC would be good for 
Clemson and contrary to pop- 
ular belief, would bring fraterni- 
ties here sooner than any other 
method considered so far. A re- 
vision of the plan is due and it 
will have provisions to remove 
any doubt from the student's 
mind." 
On his graduation in June he 
plans to secure a position with 
Champion Paper and Fiber Com- 
pany or a training job in public 
forestry. He believes that the for- 
est products and allied industries 
have a great future in South Caro- 
lina. 
kind which insists on an "extra 
minute or two," the late arrivals 
make a mad dash for the waiting 
cars. 
As their heads and shoulders 
get inside the car, a frantic ef- 
fort is exerted to get the rest of 
him in before the door of the new 
accelerating car can cut him 
in half. The driver gives it the 
final gun and the machine roars 
onward toward the highway. 
The highways around Clem- 
son on Friday at noon are com- 
parable to the Darlington "500." 
These highway terrors are go- 
ing to Oswego, Dalzell, Paco- 
let, Hell Hole Swamp, Charles- 
ton, etc. Each has fixed in 
his mind the thought of, "Praise 
be to Tom Clemson that I don't 
have to stay in that place again 
this weekend. 
My goodness, I was there for 
two weekends in a row and I al- 
most cracked." These are the 
more fortunate. However, the 
weekend at Clemson is the one 
for consideration. 
SOME CAN'T LEAVE 
For various reasons, there are 
many who are unable to leave 
the campus on some given week- 
ends and are forced to spend it 
in Clemson. Let's face it, Clem- 
son is not the town most likely 
to be voted, 'The Place Every 
College Boy Should Spend His 
Weekends.' 
Aside from the movies and 
the pool rooms, there is very 
little that can afford entertain- 
ment   on   the   weekends.  The 
girls  schools  are   30,   60,   80, 
120, 136 etc. miles away, so the 
unfortunate     e n t e rtainment 
seekers are almost out of luck 
in the femle company element. 
Therefore, our week-ender has 
opportunities of the movie, card 
game, pool hall, bull session and 
various  other  similar forms  of 
entertainment.  That  leaves   the 
old driving   point of   the Ladies 
Aid     Societies,    W.C.T.U.,    and 
other such organizations of the 
tun-in-the-ground,   over   exag- 
gerated topic of drinking. 
The Clemson boy is going to 
be faced with whether or not to 
go out and ''tie one on," occupy 
himself with one or more of the 
previously mentioned activities, 
or sit around and get bored to 
death doing nothing with the rest 
of the troops. 
He may have studying to do 
and the argument that week- 
ends should be used for study- 
ing is a good one, except for 
the fact that it is rare indeed 
to find an average, well ad- 
justed person who went to col- 
lege and studyed all weekend 
every weekend. 
So, from this, the student 
makes his choice. 
COLLEGE HAS OBLIGATION 
Anyone who knows anything 
about colleges and college life, 
knows that a college has an ob- 
ligation to do much more than 
to simply issue to qualified peo- 
ple, a diploma. 
The school should afford the 
student an opportunity to and 
encourage the student to learn 
kinds of people and personalit- 
to associate with many different 
ies. These contacts should be 
made on a general basis as well 
as in close knit associations. 
Clemson falls sadly short in this 
latter field. 
Clemson would like to be 
more of a university type 
school, but stubbornly refus- 
es to change from antiquated, 
out-moded ideas that Clemson 
does not need social fraterni- 
ties. There is no argument 
about the fact that there was 
no place for them in the mili- 
tary days, but those days are 
dead. 
No one believes that fraterni- 
ties would solve all of the prob 
lems   of   entertainment   of   the 
school, but they could be a great 
deal of help. 
So often those in opposition to 
fraternities will pick out some 
abnormal example of a poor fra 
ternity setup at some other school 
and say that that will happen at 
Clemson. True, Clemson will have 
to conform to a certain extent, 
but we are different from any 
other school in the nation, now. 
and so can be a fraternity Clem- 
son. 
FRATERNITIES WILL AID 
Fraternities will not necessar- 
ily increase the discipline prob- 
lem, but can, and most likely 
will, aid greatly in solving many 
of the now existing problems. 
Some poorly informed Indi- 
viduals believe that every fra- 
ternity must have an expen- 
sive, off-campus house with 
eating facilities for the whole 
fraternity. It may be ideal to 
have a situation as mentioned, 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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MARTY AND HAROLD By Bill Warren 
Dining Hail Dietician Performs Vital Services 
By CHARLIE CABAN 
TIGER Feature Writer 
"The great majority of students 
eating in the dining hall most 
certainly live up to the standards 
of the Clemson Country Gentle- 
man," said Mrs. Mary Cloaninger, 
dietician for Clemson's dining 
hall system. 
This very pleasant and gracious 
lady works in the glassed-in cage 
in the center of the kitchen where 
she surveys all preparations so vi- 
tal to the college student. 
Mrs. Cloaninger is a native of 
the lower part of the state. She 
attended Winthrop and majored 
in Home Economics. Upon 
graduating, she taught at El- 
Ioree High School. She moved 
to Clemson in 1937 shortly after 
her marriage to Mr. Cloaninger, 
who is with the Fertilizer In- 
spection and Analysis Depart- 
ment at Clemson of which he is 
now director. 
Mrs. Cloaninger has been active 
in Garden Club work since moving 
to Clemson and has held various 
local and state offices and chair- 
Responsible For Students' Food 
L. (. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Established 1908 114 College Avenue 
t/R«viu CivuAtrtvaA and 
a 
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Mrs. Mary Cloaninger, dietician for the college dining hall sys- 
tem, looks over the day's menu as part of her tremendous job 
in overseeing the school's food. (TIGER photo by Alex 
McCormack.) 
manships. She also has two 
daughters—one a senior at Emory 
and the other a freshman at 
Columbia College. 
Mrs. Cloaninger assumed the 
job of dietician three years ago. 
Since then many changes have 
been made. She believes that the 
food should be pleasing to the eye 
as well as to the taste and many 
steps have been made in this di- 
rection. She is always ready to 
accept suggestions and criticisms 
as well as constantly striving to 
find new recipes and combinations 
of old, proven ones. 
She seems, "Quite concerned 
over the number of students who 
don't come to breakfast. A 
hearty breakfast starts the day 
off right." 
Her duties are planning and 
supervising. The former is car- 
ried out at least three weeks be- 
fore hand, and the latter is in 
force to make sure the menus are 
carried out. 
Planning these meals entails 
thought into the health stand- 
point, variety of nutritious foods, 
amount and kind of foods to be 
prepared, and served with the 
limited facilities available^ and 
budget capabilities with only 30 
cents allotted to an individual 
serving per student. 
Extra meals are prepared for 
the diet table, training table, and 
special meals for alumni, college 
officials, traveling dignitaries, re- 
ceptions, and dance weekends. 
Mrs. Cloaninger mentions that 
"Cooperation must be emphasized. 
It takes the entire staff consisting 
of Mr. Fields, dining hall mana- 
ger; Mr. Simpson and Mrs. Acker- 
son, assistant managers; Mr. Pil- 
grim, head butcher; Mr. Hart, 
storeroom supervisor; cooks; wait- 
ers and myself to make each meal 
possible. Each takes a personal 
interest in his work. 
To feed the Clemson men at 
their 300 tables, 24,000 yeast bis- 
cuits, 1200 pounds of potatoes, 
1600 pounds of turkey, 450 gal- 
lons of milk and 3240 eggs are 
required for their respective 
meals. All of this being top 
grade U. S. Government inspect- 
ed food. 
"Cleanliness is a byword," 
stands the policy of the dining hall 
management and with such a sys- 
tem any recurrences of the find- 
ing of foreign matter in the food 
can be nothing but an impractical 
joke from the childish mind of an 
outwardly appearing college man. 
SEASONS FIRST 
(Continued from Page  1) 
the Sugar Bowl?). 
With these ideas in mind, both 
the serious and non-serious as- 
pects, the entire staff of The 
TIGER would like to wish the 
readers of this paper a "Merry 
Christmas and a very Happy 
New Year!" 
ALL WOOL TROUSERS 
$9.95 
SPORT  SHIRTS 
$2.95 and $3.98 








SUGAR BOWL ROOMS 
AT THE 
COLUMNS GUEST HOUSE 
A famous old New Orleans Mansion, closest to Stadium, 
also near downtown. Large, comfortable rooms, ideal 
for college groups.    Reasonable rates.    Breakfast. 
WRITE: 
MRS. MARY LOGAN, Manager 
3811 St. Charles Ave. 
New Orleans, La. 
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you miss the whole idea of 
^#^is to smoke-but without flavor 
you miss the whole idea of smoking! 
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Tigers Test Nation's Top Team New Year's 
r Last Game 
By RICHARD SHICK 
SUGAR BOWL VICTORY IS UNCERTAIN 
Who will win the 1959 Sugar Bowl game—Clemson's Tigers 
or LSU's Tigers? The question can only be answered after the 
final gun has sounded in the Sugar Bowl Stadium on Jan. 1, but 
several people have gone out on a limb. This will be a biased 
opinion since they are members of the Clemson family, but they 
have come up with some reasons for their predictions. 
Dean of Student Affairs Walter Cox says, "The team with 
the most desire to win will win the game. I have seen pictures 
of LSU's team and they have a fine team. I do believe, however, 
that Clemson has not yet reached their full potential this year. 
Clemson should win because they are mentally up for this game— 
if they don't have any serious physical injuries hindering their 
playing. As I have said, the team best mentally prepared will win." 
„ Mrs. Albert, secretary in the Dean of Student Affairs office, 
has but one comment to offer—"we are going down there to win." 
Sports Publicity Director Bob Bradley states, "Clemson will 
win because of their good psychological advantage. LSU has a 
10-0 season and this has a tendency to create a 'cocky' team. 
True, we will be playing in their backyard, but we haven't looked 
bad in a bowl yet. In the 1956 Orange Bowl we looked bad in the 
first half, but came storming back in the second half to make 
it a very close, exciting game. LSU has two men in the top 60 
rushers (Billy Cannon and John Robinson, 8th and 51st respec- 
tively), while there is no one from Clemson. However, we are 11th 
as a team proving that we have no one single standout player. 
Cannon may rip us to pieces up the middle, but I do not think so." 
Coach Frank Howard wished at this time to offer "no com- 
ment" on the question. 
News Editor of the Clemson News Bureau Ray Davis com- 
ments "as a sports writer and sports editor for seven years I have 
learned never to pick a favorite in a key game. Although I would 
be prejudiced toward picking Clemson. this is not my reason for 
saying that Clemson should win. One of my reasons is Clemson's 
psychological position. From what people have told me, Howard 
is a master of psychological conditioning for key games. I be- 
lieve that in this type of football today the mental part is one of 
the most important features of a victory. Any team of relative 
strength is capable of beating any other relatively matched team. 
I believe the same as Deitzel in saying that a game can be won 
on depth if the other team does not have any depth—but Clem- 
son has plenty of depth. In my sports career in which I covered 
both college and high school games. I have never seen a quarter- 
back who could do as much as well as Harvey White when not 
injured." 
Acting President R. C. Edwards concludes the comments 
heard around campus by saying, "I have every confidence that 
we are going down to win the ballgame." 
WHAT ABOUT ALL THIS CRITICISM WE HAVE GOT? 
Dean Cox comments, "I don't like it, of course, but I feel that 
the team will by their performance on New Year's Day prove 
how wrong they are." 
Bob Bradley says, "We are used to that now. If we don't 
get any, we feel as if something is wrong. Everywhere we go 
they want to know what kind of disease this Clemson is. How- 
ever, they fail to look at Clemson's bowl record (3-2). LSU hasn't 
won a Sugar Bowl in four tries." 
Coach Howard states, "I have never had nothing but criti- 
cism. It is the same story every time that Clemson gets a bowl 
bid and I pay no attention to it now since I am so used to it" 
Ray Davis adds, "it is healthy for the team. I just hope it 
makes the players as mad as it does everyone else since they 
are the only ones in a position to do something about it. It is a 
challenge to our team since we have more to gain from the ex- 
perience, win, lose or draw, than LSU—a team that has nothing 
more to prove and very little to gain." 
Acting President Edwards feels, "the criticism is unjustified 
and has probably come about by the lack of understanding of 
just how fine a team we have plus a lack of knowledge of the 
fine institution we possess.  I believe it to be totally unwarranted." 
HERE WE GO AGAIN—OUT ON A LIMB 
Sugar Bowl: Clemson 16-LSU 15. 
Orange Bowl: Oklahoma 25-Syracuse 12. 
Rose Bowl: Iowa 28-California 6. 
Cotton Bowl: TCU 17-Air Force 13. 
Gator Bowl: Mississippi 14-Florida 10. 
Sugai 
For Tig Seniors 
By BOB BURNS and KEN SKEWS 
TIGER Sports Writers 
Clemson's "Men of Calhoun" will invade New Or- 
leans January 1 with intentions of pulling the biggest up- 
set of the year on the national football agenda, along with 
the hopes of reprimanding the voiced criticism concern- 
ing Clemson's selection to the Sugar Bowl, 
controversy 
*    *      *****     ******     ******     ******     ******     ****** 
Clemson's Hope Rests Upon These Eleven Starters 
Much has arisen 
about the Sugar Bowl Committee's 
selection of Clemson. Many sports 
writers and disappointed football 
fans say that Clemson is not a 
suited match for LSU, the number 
one team in the nation. 
Governor Earl Long of Louisiana 
made the announcement that he 
was displeased with Clemson's 
selection to play in the Sugar Bowl. 
Several Clemson students com- 
posed a letter which was sent to 
Gov. Long repudiating the criti- 
cism which he had made about 
Clemson going to the Sugar Bowl. 
In reply Gov. Long wrote the fol- 
lowing letter: 
"Dear Friend: 
"The letter written to me on 
December 3rd, signed by yon and 
others, has come to my atten- 
tion. I would appreciate your 
showing this letter to the other 
signers in order that they may 
know of my reply. 
"May I hasten to assure you 
the statement I made in refer- 
ence to the teams that would 
meet in the Sugar Bowl was 
made prior to the selection of 
Clemson. Unfortunately, some- 
thing was lost in the interpreta- 
tion of it. In a weekly press 
conference, prior to the selection, 
I said I hoped the University of 
Texas might be selected because 
this team was a real good one, 
********** 
Coach Howard 
I   SUGAR BOWL SPECIAL   I 
m 
m 
SPECIAL CREDIT TO STUDENTS 
BUY NOW AND PAY WHEN 
YOU RETURN FROM THE 
SUGAR BOWL! 
We Specialize In 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 

























Something From The Jeweler Is Always 
Something Special 
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler" 
CLEMSON JEWELERS 
College Ave. Clemson, S. C. 
m 
had started out as a champion 
and was one of the teams that 
defeated Oklahoma. Oklahoma, 
of course, had gained national 
recognition and, since that time, 
a berth in the Orange Bowl. 
"I made no remarks uncompli- 
mentary to Clemson. I know it 
to be a fine school and that its 
football team will give a good 
account of itself in the Sugar 
Bowl. If I have been quoted as 
making any adverse statement 
concerning that fine college, I 
wish to apologize. 
"I would like to take this op- 
portunity to welcome all of the 
fine citizens of South Carolina 
and adjoining States to Louisi- 
ana to attend the Sugar Bowl 
Classic. 
"Thank you for calling this 
matter to my attention." 
As far the prediction of the 
game, some so called experts select 
the Bayou Bengals over the Moun- 
tain Bengals by three touchdowns. 
Nevertheless, the feeling from 
Tigertown doesn't seem to foresee 
LSU romping over Clemson's 
Country Gentlemen. "Anybody 
knows that a hungry Tiger is more 
dangerous than a fat Tiger," says 
Coach Frank Howard. And pre- 
sently the Tigertown Bengals are 
not only hungry but also angry. 
LSU will come to New Orleans 
on New Year's day with their team 
divided into three teams. They 
are the "White Team," or the regu- 
lar unit; the "Go Team," which is 
thrown in fresh when the Bayou 
Bengals need a score; and the 
"Chinese Bandits," rock-hard de- 
fensive group which is named af- 
ter the men who supposedly are 
the meanest in the world. 
Billy Cannon, all American 
halfback from LSU, will be the 
one to watch out for. He is fast 
and shifty and wrecked the 
Southeastern Conference as he 
wound up as the leading rusher 
with a 6.0 average in 115 carries 
and led LSU in scoring with 74 
points. 
However, Cannon is not alone in 
the LSU backfield as far as talent 
is concerned. Warren Rabb, the 
Bayou Bengals quarterback and 
brilliant ball handler, was an all 
SEC first team selection as was 
Cannon and other halfback John- 
ny Robinson. 
As for Clemson, Coach Howard 
The hopes of all Clemson will rest upon the shoulders of these 
eleven men and the rest of the team that are hacking them up. 
These eleven will be the first to test the number one rating of 
LSU's fine team. ..Probable starting lineup includes (top row, 
left to right) Ray Masneri at left end, Jim Payne at left guard, 
Dave Lynn at right guard, Sam Anderson at right end, (second 
row) Lou Cordileone at right tackle, Bill Thomas at center, 
Jim Padgett at left tackle, (third row) Charlie Home at right 
halfback, Harvey White at quarterback, Rudy Hayes at full- 
back and George Usry at left back. Thomas is the captain of 
the Tigers and Hayes the alternate captain.    (TIGER photo). 
says "I ain't got no 'Chinese Ban- 
dits' or 'White Team,' but I got 
two *Go Teams' and that's more 
than LSU has got." 
These two "Go Teams" will be 
directed by top notch quarterbacks 
Harvey White and Lowndes Shing- 
ler. White now has a two season 
total offense mark of 1,777 yards 
placing him 7th in Clemson history 
on total offense. 
Fullback Doug Cline along with 
scatback Bob Morgan will defini- 
tely be relied upon by the Tigers. 
Cline was the seasons top rusher 
with 438 yards for a 4.8 yard per 
carry average. Morgan holds the 
best average at 5.6 yards per carry. 
Making their last debut for 
Clemson will be 13 seniors. But 
what a way to end a career by 
finishing in one of the nation's 
top bowls! Captains Rudy Hayes 
and Bill Thomas will get then- 
last chance on a college gridiron 
after putting forth superb per- 
formances. 
Hayes has been in the starting 
line up during all three of his var- 
sity years and has proved himself 
FOR    THE    BEST  
* CHARCOAL STEAKS 
* CLEMSON SPECIAL STEAKS 
* SEAFOOD 
* COUNTRY HAM 
KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE 
805 S. MAIN ST. ANDERSON, S. C. 
Job facts from Du Pont 
BB 
YOUR INTERESTS, SPECIAL ABILITIES 
ARE IMPORTANT WHEN DU PONT 
MAKES YOUR FIRST JOB ASSIGNMENT 
BENEFIT PROGRAM 
MEANS ADDED INCOME 
by A. F. Hartford, Jr. 
DuPont personnel representative 
PERSONALIZED TRAINING 
RELATES TO POLICY OF 
PROMOTION FROM WITHIN 
Don't forget the "extras" of an em- 
ployee benefit program when you com- 
pare the job offers and salaries of 
different companies. At Du Pont, these 
extras mean added income that doesn't 
always meet the eye. They include 
life insurance, group hospitalization 
and surgical coverage, accident and 
health insurance, pension plan and 
paid vacation. 
In addition, the Company sponsors 
a thrift plan. After two years of serv- 
ice, for every dollar you invest in 
U. S. Savings Bonds the Company sets 
aside 25 cents for the purchase of 
common stock in your name. Roughly, 
60,000 of our employees are now par- 
ticipating in this plan. 
If you have specific questions on 
DuPont benefits, just send them to 
me. I'll be happy to try to answer 
them. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
(Inc.), Room 12421 Nemours Build- 
ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 
Where do your interests lie? What 
courses have you taken? What are 
your special abilities? DuPont tries 
to match these factors with available 
openings to determine your first as- 
signment within the Company. 
Once the assignment is made, the 
Company helps you apply your knowl- 
edge to a problem right away. You 
learn by doing and by consulting with 
your supervisor and others working 
on various phases of the same project. 
Your performance on the job is 
evaluated periodically to assist you in 
knowing where you stand in the eyes 
of your management. And, as you 
might guess, DuPont's personalized 
training is closely related to its pro- 
motion policy. Practically all promo- 
tional opportunities are filled by ad- 
vancement from within the Company. 
It is especially important for the 
college student to know that manage- 
ment authority at DuPont is decentral- 
'ized through many departments into 
small groups—small enough so that 
the new man's capabilities can be 
recognized. This type of organiza- 
tion, plus the Company's steady 
growth, produces many opportunities. 
SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET 
Booklets about the kinds of technical 
jobs at DuPont are yours for the ask- 
ing. Subjects include: mechanical, civil, 
metallurgical, chemical, electrical, in- 
strumentation and industrial engineer- 
ing; technical sales, business adminis- 
tration, research and development. For 
a copy of one of these booklets write to 
DuPont, 12421 Nemours Building, 
Wilmington 98, Delaware. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
MOVIE AVAILABLE 
FOR A.S.M.E. MEETINGS 
Just what does a mechanical engineer 
do at DuPont? Whether your chosen 
field is research, development, design, 
production supervision or plant engi- 
neering, you'll find many of the 
answers to this question in the inform- 
ative film, Mechanical Engineering 
at Du Pont. 
From start to finish, this film has 
been prepared with the young engi- 
neer in mind. Its express purpose is 
to show him where he fits into the pic- 
ture—what kind of assignments he 
will be called upon to handle in the 
chemical industry. 
This is a realistic on-the-job film, 
without frills and falderal. No pro- 
fessional actors appear in it. All pho- 
tography was done right in DuPont 
plants and laboratories, and every- 
one you will see in it is a working 
DuPont engineer. 
If you would like to learn in con- 
siderable detail what mechanical engi- 
neers do in the chemical industry, 
arrange to see this DuPont film. 
Mechanical Engineering at DuPont 
is available at no cost for A.S.M.E. 
chapter meetings, fraternity house 
and dormitory showings. Write to 
Room 12421 Nemours Building, E. I. 
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 
Wilmington 98, Delaware. 
EJ PONT 
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
one of the   top fullbacks   In tin 
ACC. 
Thomas, last years winner of the 
Jacobs blocking    award, recently 
(Continued on Page 5) 
Oft Campus with MaxMnan 
[By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and, 
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.") 
ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 1 
"The proper study of mankind is man," said Geoffrey Chaucer 
in his immortal Casey At the Bat, and I couldn't agree more. In 
these tangled times it is particularly proper to study man—how 
he lives and works. Accordingly, this column, normally devoted 
to slapdash waggery, will from time to time turn a serious eye 
on the social sciences. 
In making these occasional departures, I have the hearty ap- 
proval of the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, whose interest 
is not only in providing young Americans with fine cigarettes, 
matchlessly blended of vintage tobaccos, grown with loving 
care and harvested with tender mercy, then cured with com- 
passionate patience and rolled into firm tasty cylinders and 
brought to you in long size or regular, in soft pack or flip-top 
box, at prices which wreak no havoc on the most stringent of 
budgets, but who are equally concerned with broadening the 
minds and extending the intellectual vistas of every college 
man and woman! 
I, for one, am not unmoved by this great-heartedness, and 
though I know it is considered chic these days to disparage one's 
employers, I shall not. Indeed, I shall cry "Huzzah!" for the 
makers of Philip Morris. I shall cry "Huzzah!" and "Viva! - 
and "Ole!" and "Ochichoonya!" 
But I digress. For our first lesson in social science, let us 
turn to economics, often called the queen of the social sciences. 
(Sociology is the king of the social sciences. Advertising is the 
jack.) 
Economics breaks down into two broad general classifica- 
tions: 1) coins; 2) folding money. But before taking up these 
technical aspects, let us survey briefly the history of economics. 
JffM'ftpF'' 
Economics was discovered by the Englishman, Adam Smith. 
He published his findings in 1786, but everybody giggled so 
hard that Smith, blushing hotly, gave up the whole thing and 
went into the cough drop business with his brother. 
For long years after that economics lay neglected while the 
world busied itself with other things, like the birth of Victor 
Hugo, the last days of Pompeii, and the Bunny Hug. 
Then one day while flying a kite during a thunderstorm, the 
American, Henry George (also called Thorstein Veblen), dis- 
covered the law of diminishing returns, and then, boy, the fat 
was in the fire! Before you could say "knife" the Industrial 
Revolution was on! Mechanization and steam power resulted 
in prodigies of production. For example, before the Industrial 
Revolution, a Welsh artisan, named Dylan Sigafoos, used to 
make horse-shoes by hand at the rate of four a day. After the 
Industrial Revolution, with the aid of a steam engine, Sigafoos 
was able to make entire horses! 
And so it went—factories rising from the plains, cities bur- 
geoning around the factories, transport and commerce keeping 
pace—until today, thanks to economics, we have smog, reces- 
sions, and economies textbooks at $7.50 per copy. 
OlMSMlxSMnaa 
The makers of Philip Morris are no economists, but they do\ 
understand supply and demand. Some people demand Mter\ 
cigarettes, so they supply the finest—Marlboro, of courser 
Great Savor, improved filter—a lot to like! 
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Basketeers Enter 
Strong Carrousel 
By JOE DEMPSEY 
TIGEB Sports Writer 
Clemson's Tiger basketball team, fresh from a victory 
over Miami in the Steel Bowl Tournament at Pittsburgh, 
will rest until December 29 and then go to Charlotte, North 
Carolina where they will face South Carolina, Davidson, 
St. Francis, Pittsburgh, Fordham, George Washington,, and 
Bucknell in the Carrousel Classic. 
The Bengal Basketeers will be 
carrying a 2-4 won lost record in 
to the tournament, having beaten 
Miami and Duke, and losing to N. 
C. State, North Carolina, Georgia, 
and Duquesne. 
Pittsburgh, who won the Steel 
Bowl Tournament, will be the 
pre-tourney favorite. Pitt builds 
its strong    attack   around Don 
Hennon, an All-American guard, 
Dave Sawyer, and John Mills. 
St. I^ancis is a tall and sharp 
shooting team which was called 
Coach Skip   Hughes   best team 
since he came to the school.  The 
starting team is composed of Wil- 
bur Trosch, Jack O' Malley, Joe 
Aston,   Bobby   Jones,   and   Don 
Palenski, all experienced and good. 
Fordham is facing a rebuild- 
ing program this year and will 
not be given too much chance to 
win    the    tournament.    Coach 
Johnny Bach lost almost his en- 
tire team   through   graduation 
last year, and will   start three 
sophomores in    John Coalition, 
Frank    Ascione,     and    John 
Samonsky. Veterans John Brady 
and Pat    O'Donnell will    hold 
down the    other two   starting 
berths.   Fordham's   record last 
year was a very impressive 15-9. 
Bucknell will start a team that 
has been playing together as start- 
ers for the past two seasons, and 
should furnish plenty of opposi- 
tion. Bucknell had a fine season 
last year with an overall record of 
Don Carver Paces 
Roundball Scorers 
After Six Games 
Clemson's   comparatively small 
but scrappy basketball team posted 
their second victory of the season 
by whipping   Miami   of Florida. 
Doug Hoffman and   Bill Warren 
paced the Tigers to the consola- 
tion title in the Steel Bowl tourna- 
ment by scoring 19 points each. 
George Krajack added 11 points. 
After six games Don Carver, 
6-4 center, leads the Tiger scor- 
ers with   an    average    of 13.8 
points     per     game.      Forward 
George Krajack is second with 
an average of 12.8, followed by 
Bill Warren   (11.6)    and Doug 
Hoffman (9.5).  Warren hit for 
20 points against Duke and Car- 
ver pumped in 20 against N. C. 
State for the individual highs of 
the season. 
Percentage-wise Bill Warren 
leads in the field goal department 
having sunk 26 out of 56 for 46%. 
He is trailed by Krajack with 30 
out of 65 for 45% and Carver with 
39 out of 83 for 44%. Jim Lewis 
has made good on 6 of 7 free 
throws for 86% and Warren has 
made 18 of 24 for 75%. 
Doug    Hoffman    has    pulled 
down  46  rebounds  and  Carver 
and Krajack have grabbed off 
32 each, as the Tigers fight their 
height handicap.  All the teams 
Clemson has faced have had two 
or three men taller than any of 
the Tiger starters. 
As a team the Tigers have aver- 
aged 59.2 points per game while 
allowing opponents 67.0.   Perhaps 
the big factor is in the rebound- 
ing department where the Tigers 
have managed to come away with 
35 per game to their opponents 45, 
thus giving them more chances to 
score. 
16 wins and 8 losses, and they are 
expected to be up among the lead- 
ers in the Mid-Atlantic confer- 
ence. 
George Washington has five re- 
turning veterans in Gene Guarilia, 
Sam Knisley, Howard Bash, Bill 
Telasky and Howard McDonald, 
and if 6-9 center Bill Ingram im- 
proves enough, they could prove 
to be troublesome. Davidson, who 
was the Southern Conference's de- 
fensive leader last year, is said to 
be primarily a defensive club this 
year with returning regulars Semi 
Mintz, Dave Hollingsworth, and 
Bill Shinn. 
The University of South Caro- 
lina has an experienced and tall 
team, but they do not have an 
abundance of team speed. The 
Gamecocks are paced by Cookie 
Pericola, one of the best guards 
in the ACC. Other starters will 
probably come from Mike Calla- 
han, Walt Hudson, Fred Lentz, 
,and Mel Quick, a transfer stu- 
dent 
Drawings have not been made 
yet so the Tigers do not know who 
will be their foe in the opening 
game. 
Top State Back 
Chooses Clemson 
By KEN SKEWS 
TIGER Sports Writer 
Head coach Prank Howard an- 
nounced that 6-3 200-pound, 
Shrine Bowl star Joe Anderson has 
signed a grant-in-aid football 
scholarship at Clemson. 
Anderson is following in the 
foot-steps of quarterbacks Harvey 
White and Lowndes Shingler who 
both signed scholarships at Clem- 
son and played their high-school 
football for Greenwood. Anderson 
is the third Greenwood quarter- 
back to come to Clemson in four 
years. 
Anderson, who led the Green- 
wood Emeralds to an 8-2-1 record, 
was named to the All-Big 15 post- 
season eleven and was also honor- 
ed by the Rock Hill Optimist Club 
for his All-State selection by the 
coaches and writers. 
Howard said he was "mighty 
glad to have another fine quarter- 
back off the Greenwood team. 
Pinky (Coach Pinky Babb) does 
a mighty fine job down there and 
we have found that his football 
players have a wide knowledge of 
the game when they reach college. 
Joe is big and strong—just like 
Harvey and Lowndes and that's 
the kind of quarterback you have 




Begins Jan. 1 
The 1959 intramural basketball 
season will begin on January 6 ac- 
cording to Coach Bill Wilhelm. 
Rosters of teams interested must 
be turned in to Coach Wilhelm by 
Saturday, December 20 at his of- 
fice in the field house. 
Approximately forty team cap- 
tains attended a meeting on De- 
cember 15, and more entries are 
expected in    the    near future. 
Coach Wilhelm has    urged all 
organizations,     halls,     faculty 
groups, etc. to enter a team. 
The program will consist of a 
double    elimination    tournament, 
which means   that the   winning 
teams will advance and two losses 
by one   team   will result   in the 
teams losing out of the program. 
Coach Wilhelm reported that the 
intramural football season was a 
success, and that he was expect- 
ing even more enthusiasm in the 
basketball program. 
Another point he included was 
the fact that several girls on 
campus have shown interest in 
entering a team. Anyone for in- 
tramural basketball? 
Cubs Lose To 
Semi-Pro Squad 
Clemson's Baby Bengals took 
their second tumble of the season 
as they pitted their talents In the 
semi-pro ranks of basketball last 
Saturday. 
The Enka Rayonettes of Enka, 
North Carolina, backed up by big 
6-11 "Daddy" Neal, along with 
Fred Pryor, former USC freshman 
star, sparked their team to 73-64 
by scoring 24 points each. 
Leading  the  Cub  performers 
was play maker Choppy Patter- 
son with 21 points. Speight Bird 
and Tom Mahaffey put on a fine 
defensive  effort, although they 
both fooled out. 
The loss was the Cubs second of 
the season along with two victor- 
ies.   Their   next game   will not 
come until after the holidays. 
Junior Class 
Gives Book In 
Wilson's Memory 
' The Junior Class has presented 
the Architectural Library with a 
book in memory of John Pierce 
Wilson, third-year student, who 
was killed in an automobile acci- 
dent Oct. 22. John, according to 
officials of the school was an out- 
standing student. 
The executive committee of the 
Junior class, according to Tom 
Harmon, class president, selected 
the volume, "The Architectural 
Heritage of Newport Rhode Is- 
land." The committee thought 
this was appropriate since "Jock" 
was from Rhode Island. 
The book, report officials of the 
Architectural School, is a valuable, 
scholarly edition, one of the finest 
architectural books recently pub- 
lished and is a fitting tribute to a 
fellow student who was himself a 
scholar. 
The book is on display In the 
Architectural Library for those 
who wish to see or study from it. 
— SUGAR  BOWL SHIRTS - 
Ulwixu LivwAtmaA and a Jvarmu t/ltvJ   Oe 
HOKE SLOAN 
But You Don't Understand! Tig Gridiron Card Announced 
Clemson students will be there—one way or another. This Tig- 
er supporter just has to get there, so he chose the best way— 
the mail service. 
Clemson Places Third 
In Steel Bowl Classic 
With Win Over Miami 
By BOB BURNS 
TIGER Sports Writer 
Clemson's Basketeers, victims of 
a fired up and impressive Du- 
quesne five in the opening game 
of the annual Steel Bowl Classic 
held' in Pittsburg, Penn. last week- 
end, had to settle for third place 
although downing the University 
of Miami 66-61 in the consolation 
battle. 
Thus was the outcome of the 
first of two tournaments in which 
the Tigers will take part in be- 
fore the second semester. The re- 
maining tilt will be Charlotte's 
Carrousel Classic slated during the 
Christmas holidays. 
Duquesne's    6-9    sophomore, 
Bob    Slobodnik,    batted    down 
Bengal shots left and right and 
pumped in   some 17    points to 
lead the Dukes to an easy 71-54 
romp over the Tigers.   The loss 
was the fouth of the season for 
Clemson against one victory. 
Maravich's  Raiders  tried  vali- 
antly   to    overcome    the    Dukes 
height with a speedy attack and a 
pressing defense but fell short mid- 
way in the first half and were un- 
able to retain the fired up Dukes. 
Halftime saw the Tigs trailing 31- 
23. 
George Krajack wrapped up 14 
points to lead the Bengals in scor- 
ing.   Closely following were Don 
Boners'Bag 
Be alert over the holidays. 
Write us about the boners you 
see and hear and do. 
Harold Truluck, headman of 
The Tiger Tones, considers that 
harmony and rhythm are not 
sufficient claim to fame. In last 
week's TIGER he spoke for 
his foursome: "Man, We love 
to sin." We understand they're 
booked right well for the holi- 
days. / 
From Fred Hoover's review 
in The TIGER of the Clemson 
Little Theater's "Four Poster,": 
"The first scene takes place on 
their wedding night, a situa- 
tion which is always capable of 
providing a great deal of fun." 
Our favorite essayist turned 
this in to Professor Able: She 
(Catherine Earnshaw) had not 
been tainted by society. In 
other words, she was pure, and 
unadulterated." 
And Professor Tuttleton en- 
dorses at least the sentiment: 
"On this particular holiday we 
should not forget to thank God 
for the blessings that he has 
given us and thank him for 





Thurs. Dec. 18—Last Day 
As The World Waits . . . 
JULES VERNE'S 
"From The Earth 





Fri. Only — Dec. 19 
BURT   LANCASTER 
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Management & Staff 
Best Of Luck In 
The SUGAR BOWL 
Carver with 12 and Bill Warren 
with eleven points. 
The second day of the tourna- 
ment was much more enjoyable, 
that is—Tigerwise, as the Bengals 
edged Miami for their second vic- 
tory of the season. 
Despite a terrific comeback 
the Floridans fell short and 
Clemson emerged five point vic- 
tors. Trailing some 15 points 
with 314 minutes remaining in 
the tangle, Miami went into a 
full court press and was able to 
narrow the margin to three 
points with only two seconds 
left. 
The Tiger's deliberate offense 
consisting of several set plays and 
double screens and fine zone de- 
fense played an important part in 
the outcome. 
Leading the Tigs in scoring were 
Bill Warren and Doug Hoffman, 
collecting 19 and 18 points respec- 
tively. Clemson averaged 35 per 
cent in shooting as compared to 
Miami's 28 per cent. 
Although some 750 miles from 
Tigertown the Bengals were 
more or less playing on home 
soil. Six of the Tig players see- 
ing action along with Coach 
Maravich hailed from Pennsyl- 
vania. 
Miami, the only team to enter 
the tournament undefeated, came 
out on poor side of the deal as they 
returned home with a record now 
marred by two defeats. Pittsburg 
emerged the tournament victor as 
they downed Duquesne on the final, 
day of the Classic. 
TIGERS TEST 
(Continued  from Page 5) 
was voted the states top lineman 
of the year, and all ACC center has 
been probably the biggest plug in 
the Tiger forward wall. 
Charlie Home and Mike Dukes 
wind up two fine backfield ca- 
reers. Both have been consistent 
ground gainers and top defensive 
standouts. Quarterback Red Hope 
and the fullback Hal Knott, who 
have done a good, reserve job, con- 
clude the seniors in the Tig back- 
field. 
The three Jim's—Padgett, Payne, 
and McCanless—otherwise known 
as three "jems" in the Tiger line,) 
finish their careers with pride. 
Ray Masneri, All ACC standout, 
along with other ends Ray Bowick 
and Wyatt Cox will play their last 
game. Joe Pilot, another top cen- 
ter, completes the list of seniors 
on the Bengal eleven. 
Clemson faces all gridiron teams 
of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
in 1959 plus Rice of the Southwest 
Conference, Georgia Tech of the 
Southeastern, and Purman of the 
Southern. After a lapse of one 
year the Tigers play Duke and Rice 
replacing Vanderbilt and Boston 
College. 
For the first time since 1940 
Clemson opens its schedule on the 
road; the Tigers do not have a 
game in Death Valley until Octo- 
ber 10 when they play the Wolf- 
pack of North Carolina State. 
Prior to that time Clemson will 
probably get its sternest opening 
test ever with North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill Sept. 29, and this one 
is followed with games at Char- 
lottesville with Virginia Sept 26 
and Georgia Tech in Atlanta Octo- 
ber 3. 
The final State   Fair   Classic 
with South Carolina in Colum- 
bia comes after the N. C. State 
game.   The Big Thursday date 
is October 22. 
Clemson's next game    is with 
Rice in Houston, Tex. Oct. 31, this 
being the fifth meeting between 
the Owls and Tigers.   After re- 
turning from the wide open spaces 
of the Midwest the Tigers pitch 
tent in   Memorial    Stadium for 
three straight games. 
First come Duke (Nov. 7), then 
Maryland (Nov. 14) and the last 
home appearance is with Wake 
Forest (Nov. 21). The finale is in 
Greenville against Furman Nov. 
28. 
Specially designated days such 
as Homecoming, IFTAY Day, 
Dad's Day, Band Day and Youth 
Day have not been decided upon 
as yet but will be announced in 
the near future. Also, Rice and 
Clemson have not decided whe- 
ther or not the fifth clash be- 
tween the two teams will be a 
daytime or a night affair. 
The clash with North Carolina 
is the eighth between the two, dat- 
ing back to 1897 with the Tar 
Heels holding a 3-4 edge. Clemson 
holds four straight over Virginia, 
with the fifth game coming up. 
The Tech series goes back to 1898, 
and the Engineers hold a 22-7-1 
advantage. The Tigers own 22 
wins over State and have lost 7 
with one tie. This is the 31st 
meeting in '59. And while Clem- 
son lost to South Carolina this 
past year, the edge is still a wide 
one in the Tigers' favor, 32-21-3. 
The tie-breaker with Rice 
should prove an interesting one 
as each team holds two wins 
apiece. The series which start- 
ed in   1949 will again  pit Jess 
Neeiy against Howard, two who 
coached at Clemson together 
for nine years. 
Clemson and Duke have met on- 
ly four times before and the Devils 
claim all four wins while Mary- 
land has a 4-2-1 lead over the 
Tigers in a series which started 
in 1952. 
Howard now has eight straight 
wins over Wake Forest in a re- 
lationship that got underway in 
1933 and the .margin is now 16-8 
in favor of Clemson. And, with 
Furman, faces a team that has 
never beaten him. The Tigers 
lead 28-10-4 in games played, the 
first one in 1896. 
The schedule: 
Sept. 19—at North Carolina; ( 
Sept. 26—at Virginia; Oct. 8— 
at Georgia Tech; Oct. 10—N. C. 
State; Oct. 22—at South Caro- 
lina; Oct. 31—at Rice; Nov. 7— 
Duke; Nov. 14—Maryland; Nov. 
21—Wake Forest; NOT. 28—at 
Furman. 
A Delightful Coffee Shop With 
Fountain Service 
-TIGER TAVERN- 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
• Fountain Service 
• Sandwiches        • Newsstand 
TOP TV-The Dinah Shore Chevy Show-Sunday-hffiC-TV and the Pat Boooe Cbe*r StewKxro-weetty on ABC-TV. 
Kingswood with rear-farina back seat cmdmdomaii^reaf mmkm 
Be our guest for a pleasure test 
THIS IS THE ONE FOR WAGONS 11959 CHEVY 
Chevrolet's five stunning 
new station wagons for '59 
are shaped to the new 
American taste with fresh, 
fine Slimline design. And 
they're beautifully practical 
—with roomier,, quieter 
Bodies by Fisher, an even 
smoother ride, new ease of 
handling! 
Wagons were never more beautiful or 
dutiful. From low-set headlights to 
wing-shaped tailgate, these '59 Chev- 
rolets are as sweet looking as anything 
on wheels. They're just about the 
handiest things on wheels, too—from 
their overhead-curving windshield to 
their longer, wider load platform. 
Besides additional cargo space, you 
also get added seating room (4 inches 
more in front, over 3 inches in back). 
And you'll find such other practical 
advantages as new easy-ratio steer- 
ing, Safety Plate Glass all aroond, 
bigger, safer brakes, smoother-than- 
ever Full Coil suspension and a roll- 
down rear window (electrically oper- 
ated as standard equipment on the 
9-passenger Kingswood). Your dealer's 
waiting now with all the details on 
why this year—more than ever— 
Chevy's the one for wagons. 
now-see the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's! 
Do You Think forYoutself ?(, HERE'S A TEST THAT WILL TELL YOU iV 
1. If the salaries were equal, would 
you rather be a college professor 
than a movie star? 
2. Would you rather borrow money 
from a bank or institution than 
from a friend? 
Would you rather have tests 
sprung on you than be warned 
about them in advance? 









5. Do you believe it unwise to eat 
at irregular hours, even YES 
though you're hungry? 
6. If you actually saw a "flying 
saucer" land, would you run for 
your life? 
D-D 
Would you be inclined to follow 
the latest style in clothes regardless    YES 
of how it looked to you ? 
8. Would you feel badly if you 
thought nobody at all knew VES 
where you were? 
□ ■»□ 1 
□ •»□ 
9. Are you confused by the clamor 
of conflicting claims so many 
filter cigarettes are making 
these days? 
YES □ 
The fact is, thinking men and women 
don't let themselves get pushed and pulled 
by all those filter claims. They know what 
they want in a filter cigarette. And they 
know only VICEROY gives it to them. A 
thinking man's filter, a smoking man's taste. 
Makes sense. 
Should you smoke VICEROY? If you think 
for yourself—chances are you do already! 
*// you have answered Yes to two out of the 
first three questions, and No to five out of the 
last six... you think for yourself! 
©1958, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. 






ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S 
FUJER...A;SMbK,NX3*MAN,S TASTEI 
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Clemsonifres Here And There 
Snow And Dances Make 
Up Fabulous Weekend 
By BILL NETTLES 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Snow, ice and great dances made up a fabulous but hazard- 
ous weekend. In spite of the adverse weather conditions that 
prevailed throughout the area the Country Gentlemen were on 
the roads. 
Thursday and Friday nights saw many of the troops in Spar- 
tanburg for the Converse Christmas Dances. Some of these were 
Bill Brown, Buzzy Elliott, Phil Powell, Jim Scott, Bob Erwin, 
Sonny Powers, Allan Marshall and Garland Gravley. 
Saturday night, Winthrop, Lander, Brenau and Coker enter- 
tained Clemson men. Columbia College was forced by bad weath- 
er to cancel the dance there. 
Those finding attractions in Winthrop included Jim Bosley, 
Ronnie Hillhouse, Joe Dempsey, Jimmy Cunningham, Sonny Ehem 
and Jack Hill. 
Some of the troops who fought the icy Georgia roads to tour 
to Breneau were Buddy Lewis, Bruce Glover, Dick Yeary and Jer- 
ry Fuller. The going and coming was tough, but the open house 
was a big success. 
Thurston Webb, Teddy Holt, and Bill McCown were among 
those who braved frozen roads to travel to Hartsville and Coker. 
Christmas holidays are now upon us and there are many fes- 
tivities planned for the season. Of course, the major attraction 
of the holidays is the Sugar Bowl and New Orleans. However, 
there is much statewide entertainment to be enjoyed for those 
not attending the game and prior to departure time for the Cres- 
ent City. 
On Dec. 26 the Central Savannah River Area Club is having 
an OFF TO THE SUGAR BOWL BALL in the Bon Air Hotel in 
Augusta, Ga. The dance is semi-formal and lasts from 9 p.m. to 
1 a.m. The music will be furnished by Clemson's own Jungaleers, 
and the setups are complimentary. The only requirements' are 
no flowers and no stags. Tickets may be obtained from any mem- 
ber of the club. 
The Sumter College Cotillion Club is having it's annual 
Christmas Dance on December 29. This dance, too, is semi-form- 
al and will be held in the S.L.C, Shrine Club. The Gamecock 
City is known for its Cotillion dances throughout the state. 
The Charleston County Club is holding its annual Christmas 
blast on Dec. 29 also. This promises to be quite an affair. All 
the troops in the Geechie Area are encouraged to attend. 
Of course, that leaves New Year's Eve. The New Year's Eve 
parties are to numerous to mention by name, but it is assured 
that where ever the Country Gentlemen gather, a ball will be 
had, by all. 
Have a very Merry Christmas and a most Happy New Year, 
BUT please drive carefully. Automobile wrecks, especially with 
Clemson students involved, can ruin the holidays for all. 
College Campus Is Virtually 'Winter Wonderland' After Heavy Snowfall 
• -*r 
College Motor Pool Dispatches 
Dragons' Throughout Country 
By JOHNNY MILLER 
TIGER Feature Writer 
The "Green Dragons" are coming and going—coming 
from the Motor Pool and going to all parts of the country, 
some even to Canada. The Motor Pool is a non-profit, self- 
sustaining agency which is in charge of servicing and main- 
taining all college vehicles. 
Events Concerning Campus 
BSD Christmas Pageant Is Held; 
Dr. Edwards Chemistry Seminar Speaker 
CANTERBURY CLUB 
The Reverend Grant Folmsbee 
rector of the Church of the Re- 
deemer in Greenville spoke to the 
Canterbury Club last Wednes- 
day. 
The club held, as a prologue to 
the Christian vacation, its annual 
Christmas Dance last night. Over 
thirty girls, members of an An- 
derson Glee Club, were on hand 
for the dance held in the Can- 
terbury Room and the hayride 
which followed. 
NEWMAN CLUB 
Following the erection of the 
Christmas Nativity scene on the 
church lawn by Bob Elias, Mike 
Beatie, Ronnie Parks, Mike 
Shanley, and Ted Stecki, the 
Newman Club presented a play 
to the young children of the 
Catholic parrish last Wednesday. 
"Chefs" Hilla, Corrado, and 
Tavarone prepared a spaghetti 
supper for the members after 
which a Christmas party was 
held. 
BAPTIST  STUDENT UNION 
The Christmas pageant, "We've 
a Story to Tell," which was ori- 
ginally scheduled for last Sun- 
day was presented Wednesday at 
Special Camera Is 
Installed To Aid 
Teaching, Research 
An oscillograph record camera 
has been installed in the Clemson 
Mechanical Engineering Depart- 
ment for use in teaching and 
graduate research. 
Dr. J. C. Cook Jr., head of the 
Mechanical Engineering Depart- 
ment said it will also be used at 
Clemson in Electrical Engineer- 
tog. 
The camera, which utilizes the 
principle of the polaroid-land 
camera, will be an important im- 
provement in the study of very 
high frequency phenomena. 
"The camera, a cathode-ray 
oscilloscope which permits rapid 
development of film, is the most 
suitable device for observing 
phenomena above 5,000 cycles per 
second and rapid transient," said 
Dr. Cook. 
The new machine enables a 
trace which has been photograph- 
ed to be observed on film approxi- 
mately one minute after the photo 
has been made. It is capable of 
photographing traces at speeds up 
to two inches per one-millionth of 
a second. 
Phenomena, which can be view- 
ed on the oscilloscope include 
rapidly varying voltages, currents, 
elastic deformations, pressures, 
temperatures and shock-wave. 
the B.S.U. meeting. The pageant 
had- to  be rescheduled  because 
church was called   off   Sunday 
night due to icy road conditions, 
tions. 
Members are asked to keep 
the up-coming religious empha- 
sis week supper and the Christ- 
ian Action Seminar in mind. The 
seminar is scheduled for Jan. 30- 
Feb. 1 at Newberry College. 
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR 
Dr. J. D. Edwards spoke at the 
Chemistry Seminar on the 
"Chemistry of Gossypol." 
Dr. Edwards is the principal 
scientist of the research divis- 
ion, Veterans Administration 
Hospital, Houston, Texas, and as- 
sistant professor at Baylor School 
of Medicine. 
The purpose of the Chemistry 
Seminars is to allow visiting 
scientists, Clemson faculty and 
postgraduate students to speak, 
according to Dr. F. I. Brownley, 
head of the Chemistry Depart- 
ment. 
The next seminar will be held 
Jan. 12 and will feature Dr. «C. 
Q. Brown. Dr. Brown is assist- 
ant professor of geology at Clem- 
son. His topic will be ''Geo-chem- 
istry." 
The seminars are conducted 
every two weeks in Room 209 of 
the Chemistry Building. They 
are open to the public. 
Three inches of snow turned the campus into a winter 
wonderland during the weekend. The Calhoun Man- 
sion above was heavily laden with the heavy white 
stuff; trees and shrubs were blanketed by  the soft 
flakes. Snowmen, snow-women and snow-rabbits ap- 
peared under the careful hands of inspired students. 
(TIGER photo by Alex McCormack.) 
Santa Aided By 
Fred V. Tweed, 
Bumble Puppies 
'Twas the night before Christ- 
mas when all through the college 
not a creature was stirring, not 
even the campus police. Across 
the top of the Clemson House came 
a flash of light and Santa Claus 
made a crash landing on Bowman 
Field. 
Ole* Santa knew he could not 
have been forced down in a bet- 
ter place, however, because his 
favorite nephew, Fredrick V. 
Tweed, would come to his aid. Up 
to the penthouse St. Nick did fly, 
for time was wasting and many 
toys had to be delivered to kids 
everywhere. 
■ Quickly Santa explained that his 
de-icer had failed and ice on his 
runners plus a failure.in his ram- 
jet had caused his crash. Being a 
Clemson man and used to solving 
difficult engineering problems, 
Fred began to immediately rally 
the Country Gentlemen to the aid 
of Uncle Claus. 
The  Clemson Bumble  Puppy 
team was returning to the cam- 
pus from Herman's after a tough 
practice session and Tweed soli- 
cited their aid. The Center Cen- 
trifugal solved the mathematics 
relating to    the ramjet failure 
while the Doppler Data Digitizer 
repaired the de-icer. 
The Chief Scorner checked the 
Left Bumble who was   mixing a 
new batch of jet joy juice for fuel. 
The Right Scoffer entertained the 
entire group with his sadist jokes 
and made the work seem easier. 
The Left Puppy repacked Santa's 
sleigh and included a keg for all 
good Clemson Men everywhere. 
In a twinkle of an eye and be- 
ln The Collegiate Fashion 
Think, Then Act; Practice Caution; 
Be Collegiate, Safety Is The Style 
By RUSS CAMPBELL 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Think! All of us have at one 
time or another probably seen 
this humorous sign on the walls 
of an office or like place. But 
this Christmas season it has a 
special significance to the Clem- 
son student. 
Just like the guy who printed 
the sign incorrectly, some of the 
Clemson student body will fail 
to use their heads. During this 
holiday of holidays it is not dif- 
ficult in the round of parties, 
dances and play to forget the 
little things that prevent acci- 
dents. 
Safety is in the collegiate fash- 
ion at all times and in all places. 
It is smart to be safe. It is much 
more convenient for all concern- 
ed if you don't become involved 
in an accident, whether minor or 
fatal. Be collegiate, THINK, then 
act. 
A large representation from 
the College will be making the 
long journey trailing the Tigers 
to New Orleans for the Sugar 
Bowl classic. After the game 
there will be a rush to return 
home and then back to school 
for classes. The odds are against 
someone. Someone is not going 
to make it back in one piece, or 
someone not at all. Care to gam- 
fore you count to 69, Ole' St. Nick 
was on his way. And this ends the 
story of how Santa and the Clem- 
son Men made Christmas 1958 a- 
happy one for kids across the 
world. Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year from Fred 
Tweed! 
KGDL KROSSWORD No. 12 
JKQDL ANSWER 
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ACROSS 
1. Fraternity dea! 
7. Patches skin 




15. Fancy porch 
16. Kind of band 




20. Kind of Khan 
21. Baseball's man 
22. Opposite of 
to go steady 




25. The original 
space cadet 
27. What makes 
Kools cool 
31. Heel, to 
some gals 
32. A Constellation 




that may be 
a mistake 




42. Sniper's spot 
43. Calm 
44. It's time you 
i a pack 
of Kools 
45. Romantic suit 
DOWN 
1. Kind of face 
2. De fellow who 





5. Toujours        , 
6. This is strong 
in the stretch 
7. Fumble noise 
8. The due- 
coming-est 
thing of all 
9. Hail! 
10. Key word for 
sailors' liberty 
11. It would be___ 
if you didn't 
get 10 Down 
12. Now there are 98 
in the U. S_ 
19. Where U. of 
Wyoming is 
21. Canvas 
22. Angered hand 
24. When in 
doubt,        _ 
26. Kools  





29, The East, but 
far from 
Ivy League 
30, Bonehead plays 
31.  up a Kooi; 
it's Snow 
Fresh! 
33. It's random 
in the dark 
84. San  
35. Elephant boy 
86. Kind of bouse 
37. Lady's name 
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ble? You can only lose your life. 
Remember the safety slogans of 
the National Advertising Coun- 
cil: 'The life you save may be 
your own." and "If you drink, 
don't drive." We like our own 
slogan of, "Be Ivy, Safety is the 
Style!' 
BORING 
(Continued from Page 4) 
but again, why can't Clemson 
set her own standards for her 
own fraternities? 
Fraternities cannot give a par- 
ty every weekend or have some 
function every weekend, but 
they would be a welcomed change 
from the status quo. The idea is 
not to make Clemson a so-called 
party school. That is not the idea 
at all. 
Every school needs to provide 
for social and cultural develop- 
ment  of its students outside of 
Metz Is Chairman 
Of College Group 
G. E. Metz, assistant to the 
President of Clemson College, has 
been elected chairman of the Com- 
mission on Colleges and Universi- 
ties of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
Metz, who last year was secre- 
tary of the commission, was named 
this month in balloting at the 63rd 
annual meeting of the association 
in Louisville, Ky. He will also 
serve as chairman of the commis- 
sion's executive council. 
The commission represents 11 
Southern states from Virginia to 
Texas, and has 54 members from 
more than 300 institutions. 
Other policy-shaping bodies of 
the SACSS are the commissions on 
secondary schools and on research 
and service. 
the class room. Clemson fails 
pittifully and miserably, for the 
cultural development on the 
Clemson campus is practically 
nill. 
Whereas and therefore, Clem- 
son needs fraternities, and soon. 
In charge of the management 
is Mr. W. T. Davis, who did this 
type of work in the Air Force be- 
fore retiring. His staff includes 
two mechanics and a lubrication 
man. 
In addition to the 40 "Drag- 
ons," late model sedans, the Mo- 
tor Pool also has 8 station wag- 
ons, a few assorted trucks and 
some "jalopies," as Mr. Davis 
calls them. The rent for a vehi- 
cle depends upon the type used. 
The charge for a sedan is six 
cents per mile and seven cents per 
mile for a station wagon. A credit 
card is provided with each car and 
all expenses incurred during a 
trip are included in the rent. De- 
partments and other college agen- 
cies using cars are billed monthly. 
Unlike other divisions here at 
Clemson, the Motor Pool receives 
no state appropriations as such. It 
remains self-supporting through 
service charges and rentals. The 
income is sufficient for expenses 
and also for trade-in balances for 
a new fleet of cars. 
The servicing and rental of col- 
lege cars serves Clemson in a very 
useful and necessary way. The 
convenience of available and me- 
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NON-COED 
(Continued from Page 1) 
to Executive Committee by way 
of Acting President R. C. Ed- 
wards and Dean of Student Af- 
fairs Walter T. Cox was not re- 
ceived until Dec. 8 althougn it 
had been dated Dec. 1, Joe con- 
tinued. 
Miss Colvert's travel expense 
will be paid by Clemson College, 
Joe said, and the Sugar Bowl will 
cover any expense incurred in 
her stay in New Orleans. Her es- 
cort will be a Tulane University 
midshipman unless she picks 
someone else to accompany her 
to many functions, including the 
Plantation Breakfast, a televis- 
ion appearance with the queen 
and a tour of New Orleans. 
The Greenwood lass won the 
Miss South Carolina title in 1957 
after being Miss Columbia that 
year. The previous year, she had 
represented Greenwood in the 
event. In addition, she was Miss 
Greenwood High in 1955, a Miss 
Dixie contestant in 1958 and Miss 
Taps of 1958. She has served on 
various May courts and was an 
official guest at the 1958 Gator 




'l Keep On Your . 
roee With N&QOl 
jn*a Ae student body sits 
in class al! day, getting mmb 
at both ends, be erazr Kke 
a fox. Keep on yonr toes with 
NoDc*. Be alert for fete-how 
studying and hep on fete 







What a wonderful difference when you 
switch to Snow Fresh KOOL! At once 
your mouth feels clean and cool... 
your throat feels smoothed, refreshed! 
Enjoy the most refreshing experience 
in smoking. Smoke KOOL ... with 
mild, mild menthol...for a cleaner, 
fresher taste all through the day! 
(Answer in Column 1) 
KOOL GIVES YOU A CHOICE-REGULAR..' 
OR...KINS-SIZE WITH FILTER! 
61058, Brown £ Williamson Tobacco Corp. 
Wj,**> 
SUGAR BOWL 
Holiday Inn at Long Beach, Mississippi 




Located on the 
Fabulous Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Complete Food and Lounge Service 
For reservations call your nearest 
Holiday Inn or write 
Victor Philippi, General Manager 
HOLIDAY INN HOTEL 
Long Beach, Mississippi 
